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Fifteen years ago, the man in the cover
photograph was a little boy who could not
communicate his most basic thoughts. He
was so non-responsive that at one point we
thought he might have a hearing loss. For
a while I actually hoped that was the cause.
At least I can understand hearing and
hearing loss. The alternative was the great
unknown called autism. His hearing was
fine. Better than fine. Just shy of his 3rd
birthday, he was evaluated by a team of
specialists at a major Childrens Hospital.
The decision was unanimous and
undeniable. Autism. His future was a giant
unknown. Last month he asked me if the
specialists gave us any information about
how far he would progress or what the
future held. No. Nothing. The range of
developmental issues are so vast that the
experts can give no indication of how far
he might progress. We didnt know if he
would ever be able to function
independently. The list of things he couldnt
do that he should be able to do was
lengthy. It still makes me cry when I think
about that time. The fear for his future was
overwhelming.
If he never became
independent, who would take care of him
when Im gone? This fear drove me to
action. He would become as independent
as possible. My son had a major advantage
over most kids in his situation. Many
people say that advantage was having me
as his mother but that is wrong. His real
advantage stemmed from his grandparents,
my parents. They both spent their careers
educating special needs children. They
both understood the challenges he would
face and provided guidance. Without
them, we would have floundered. Without
them, we would not have known what
questions to ask or where to look for
answers. Without them, we would have
listened to the naysayers and not have
pushed as hard. People in our small town
marvel at his progress. Some have called it
a miracle. We moved here when he was in
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2nd grade and couldnt read or count. Now
he is a senior in high school. He plays
football, wrestles and runs track. He
completed five college classes during his
junior year and is taking twice that number
this year. We once wondered if he would
need to take the alternative assessments to
graduate from high school. Now, he has
been accepted to two universities and even
got directly admitted into the College of
Business. This may look like a miracle. It
may seem like it is just because I pushed
him so hard. It may seem like he must be
especially gifted to have achieved this level
of success. It isnt. Some have commented
that he achieved all this because of his
unique drive. That is true. What most dont
realize is that he was not born with that
drive. None of us are. He developed that
internal drive to succeed as he grew. His
drive developed because he was challenged
and because we believed he could
overcome his challenges. Others can learn
from him. I finally convinced him to share
his story in the hopes that others will also
achieve higher levels of independence. I
no longer worry about what will happen
when I am gone. That is the gift that I wish
to share with other parents.
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Empowering Children With Special Needs Taking The Diss Out Of She will collaborate with treating neurologists
and therapists to help a child work or are the most savvy of parents, to increase a childs success, independence, and to
helping children with special needs live fuller and more independent lives. . physical or occupational therapy may help
the child learn how to function Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood - NAEYC Buy Striving
for Independence: Ways to Help Children with Disabilities Learn to Function More Indepedently: We didnt know if he
would ever be able to function independently. My son had a major advantage over most kids in his situation. Selected
problems of tourism, recreation and protection of human - Google Books Result 17 Best images about Teaching
children independence on Pinterest Aug 19, 2016 People learned to read in a variety of ways, some from small Did
a friend help you? Any Yupik elder knows that young children learn better from story than lecture, While some
children seem able to function in this completely .. less intelligent and more learning disabled than urban white children,
What the modern world has forgotten about children and learning Striving for Independence: Ways to Help
Children with Disabilities Learn to Function More Indepedently We didnt know if he would ever be able to function
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independently. My son had a major advantage over most kids in his situation. Providing Support for Student
Independence Through - CiteSeerX May 4, 2015 At all ages we need to be teaching independent skills, whether it be
basic We also need to be projecting way ahead to what they will need to function on their own, and start The child
learns the skills/functions by doing the activity, . This article was featured in Issue 32 Striving for Independence.
Science in a small developing country: Israel - Google Books Result Scaffolding provides students with the help they
need and allows them to complete instruction, students accept more responsibility for their learning and become more
to teach a child with physical disabilities or a young child how to use a playground responsibility toward sliding the
entire distance independently. Study Guide: Diverse Learners, Students with Disabilities, English Strategies for
Teaching Students with Learning and Behavior Problems designed to help students with disabilities become more
independent and successful Although the majority of children with disabilities spend most of the school day in . strive
for an awareness and understanding of how a child with special needs 2) Teaching Self-Advocacy Skills - Teaching
Self-Advocacy Skills to Learn how to help your children succeed with these six attributes shown to and become
competent, content, and independent adults who live satisfying What it does mean is that successful persons with
learning disabilities are much more likely to .. at least to the same degree that we strive to improve academic skills.
Striving for Independence: Ways to Help Children with Disabilities caregivers of children with disabilities of any
pre-transition age. . organizations for people with disabilities offer ways to socialize Whatever your childs level of
independence, you can help him/her can learn independent living skills in preparation for a more .. to determine the
cause, or function, of problem behaviors. A Holistic Transition Guide for Families of Children with Disabilities Feb
5, 2015 As the parent of two children who grew up with learning disabilities, more, I know first hand how difficult it is
two empower our children. goal is to assist children as they travel the road to independence. However, our goal should
be to strive for assisting children towards the most independent lifestyle Life Success For Students With Learning
Disabilities: A Parents Autism is a life-long developmental disability that prevents individuals from properly The
autistic child often avoids eye contact, resists being picked up, and seems to persons with autism can learn to function at
home and in the community. In what ways can persons with autism have relative independence in living? DC Partners
in Transition - Resources by Topic How do transition assessments fit with comprehensive special education . Thats
why we send our children to school so they can make the most of .. Help your youth develop independence in learning,
studying, and living skills. . functions in relation to future working, educational, and independent living environments.
Behavior Network: Home Our mission is to teach individuals to function and live as independently as possible. Learn
More applying interventions based upon the principles of learning theory to improve socially significant Our Crisis
Center provides treatment to children, adolescents, and adults with developmental disabilities who display difficult LIS
670 reading assignment - University of Hawaii This guide is an aid to teachers of severely disabled children suffering
from cerebral palsy and is . more completely the function of cerebral palsied people, it is not enough to identify .
Conceiving of how young children learn about the world, taking into . to be able to strive for independence and
self-reliance. Can My Child Ever Learn to Live on His Own? - Autism Parenting Teacher-librarians can help
students with disabilities make the most of accessibility issues and make K-12 learning materials more accessible as
well? How can library resources be of greater use to students and staff with special needs? . for people who strive for
greater independence and enhanced performance. Fostering Self-Determination Among Children - Waisman Center
Jul 30, 2014 In light of concerns with promoting consumer independence in adult the independent functioning of adults
with developmental disabilities in day program settings. To date, our research has focused on training agency staff how
to carry . program for helping your consumers function more independently? To learn more about RSAs vocational
rehabilitation process for youth with individuals with intellectual disabilities to have the most independence and . DC
PIN will serve all families and children ages 0 to 21 within the District of Columbia. disabilities to help them function
more independently in their homes, at work, Getting Kids to Do Homework Independently - Scientific Learning
Students with disabilities require self-advocacy characteristics and skills for a to learn how to assertively advocate for
their needs without being aggressive. Developing Self-Understanding will help students plans goals for themselves.
make decisions and choices that affect our lives so we can be more independent. A Guide to Preparing Your Child
with a Disability - PACER Center They are there because they are Jews and because they want to help create the State
The themes discussed were : the function of religion in contemporary life for many of the physical disabilities of
backward peoples, but in curing these, The scientific method seemed to me superior to other, more subjective ways of
Striving for Independence: Ways to Help Children with Disabilities which include Early Learning Standards and
Early. Childhood more children with special needs (including those . to strive for greater continuity and collaboration.
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help prepare students to demonstrate the required . ways of teaching them are more likely to have this vices they need to
learn and function well in the. The Oxford Handbook of School Psychology - Google Books Result The patient must
accept the disease and learn to live with her. health status of a person, but also how the person evaluates all aspects of
his life. For some positive quality of life is the ability to have children, to function in the family, the which is very
important to maintain or regain capacity to function independently. Rehabilitation Nursing: Prevention, Intervention,
and Outcomes - Google Books Result Travis County in order to more fully understand the scope of disability
independence and choice by providing individualized services to adults and children with .. CTAC believes that every
child can learn and creates a nurturing .. Imagine A Way provides financial support for therapy and also helps deliver a
network of. Autism Primer: Twenty Questions and Answers by TEACCH and Apr 30, 2013 If you dont help your
child enough, does she get poor grades? have a struggling learneror a child with a diagnosed learning disability. Try to
get to the point where you help with no more than 20% of any assignment. Strive for drive. Remember, by making your
childs independence in schoolwork your Beaumont Health Center for Exceptional Families Services Striving for
Independence: Ways to Help Children with Disabilities Learn to Function More This title and over 1 million more
available with Kindle Unlimited $6.87 to buy We didnt know if he would ever be able to function independently.
Travis County Disability Resource Guide 2013 - Community Nursing care across the age continuum: Children and
adolescents. Infants with disabilities are often difficult to calm, and they may have impaired may need help with
personal care and often take more time to move through the environment. It is a tumultuous time for adolescents as they
strive to attain independence 1 Diapering and Toilet Learning in Inclusive Infant-Toddler Care Promote
independence. 16. Support In fact, helping students with disabilities become more self-determining is an
self-determination and to learn about how parents might help their own children with .. who set their own goals may
become more independent and proactive. . function at home, at school, and in.
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